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TLHLife

With the spread of COVID-19, the
prospect of self-quarantining for the
rest of the semester has plenty of fam-
ilies making major adjustments. Al-
though the school year is almost over,
the ideas around homeschooling are
worth considering.

My parents started homeschooling
me in the fifth grade. For five years, I at-
tended homeschool skates, worked
through my math anxiety with educa-
tional computer games, and discovered
my passion for writing. I’ve seen, first-
hand, a mother of two plan an educa-

tional, relatively painless school year,
and I know that it’s something that can
strengthen both your relationship with
your child, and their confidence and
skills in the classroom.

Why not no school?

We’re all familiar with the infamous
“Summer Slide,” the drop in knowledge
a student experiences over the summer
break. This is a well-documented issue,
and a problem that will only compound
the longer your child is out of a class-
room environment. When (someday)
classes start back up, your kid is going to
have a hard enough time trying to read-
just to a school environment without
starting the year on the tail end of the
learning curve.

Let’s also not forget the crucial im-
portance of keeping children enter-
tained and mentally stimulated. Kids
are made to learn, and a bored kid can
quickly drive everyone in the house up
the wall as she looks for something to
occupy her mind.

Finally, people need a routine. 
Knowing this, keep in mind that

school is a kid’s job. They have less con-
trol of the situation than an adult, so
keeping things as consistent as possible
is key towards maintaining a secure,
comforting environment during a time
filled with uncertainty.

The hurdles of homeschooling

You have already overcome one of the
hardest parts of teaching: getting your

child to recognize that you are an au-
thority figure. Now, you just have to
have a plan of (fun, organized) attack.

Step 1: Look up the educational re-
quirements for your state

Every state has its own require-
ments for how to school your child. The
rules vary from state to state, but typi-
cally there are certain assessment re-
quirements (standardized testing) and/
or notifications of intent to homeschool.

Although states like Georgia have
temporarily suspended standardized
testing, you should still be educating
your child with the knowledge that they
will likely be tested further down the
road. A few states require parent qual-
ifications to teach their kids (such as 

How to homeschool: A beginner’s guide 

See HOMESCHOOL, Page 6C

Tiffany Palumbo
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My 8-year-old has been pretty
bossy lately.

He’s been making a lot of rules for
how we should interact with him. He
wants me to be quieter in the morn-
ings, and not open the curtains in his
bedroom without his permission. He’s
dictated what kind of ice cream should
be on the grocery list (mint chocolate
chip) and has let us know that he is out
of yogurt. Don’t get that other kind. It
is NOT good. Get only the very specific
brand of strawberry that he likes. 

My husband and I roll our eyes and
smile when he issues his orders like a
prince. In a world where pretty much
everything changed for him overnight,
I figure he’s looking for anything he
can control at this point. Aren’t we all?
And, I admire him. After all, others
might say that he’s really just setting
some boundaries for himself. 

Setting — and verbalizing — bound-
aries is a lesson we learn early in life,
even if we have a clunky way of doing
it. Have you ever heard a preschooler
say, “get out of my bubble?” They’ve
learned that they have the right to a
certain amount of space around them,
and they’ll speak up when it’s being in-
vaded.

It’s pretty easy to name the kinds of
boundaries we need to protect our-
selves and our interests from potential
threats: we will not allow others to
abuse us, put us in danger, violate our
privacy, or insult us for long before we
stand up and defend ourselves (or at
least vent to someone else about it). 

And, we have internal boundaries,
too. Our bodies have a threshold of
need for movement, sleep, nourish-
ment, connection, and love, and the
only person who can violate them is
us.

We do that when we consistently
over-obligate ourselves to others,
speak negatively to ourselves, and put
what others want ahead of what we
need.

If you consistently find yourself
wondering why you can’t seem to
make the time for exercise, get enough
sleep, or motivate yourself to follow
through on pursuing greater health, it
may be because you are not being
N.I.C.E. to yourself.

Use each letter in the word “nice” to
remember the steps for respecting
your own boundaries:

N = Notice. Notice when you are ap-
proaching an internal boundary that
needs to be respected. You would not
tell someone else that what they need
is selfish and unimportant, so why is it
OK to tell yourself that? Hearing nega-
tive self-talk is one way to notice that a
boundary is in jeopardy. Feeling anx-
ious, guilty, or otherwise overwhelmed

Respect
your
boundaries
by being
NICE

Heather Fuselier
Special to Tallahassee Democrat

USA TODAY NETWORK –

FLORIDA

See NICE, Page 2C

Sunshine graced both sky and side-
walk in Talethia Edwards’ neighbor-
hood during their Chalk The Walk event
at the end of March. Smiling suns, but-
terflies, rainbows and sight-word hop-
scotch were just a few images scattered
across the concrete. 

“I felt it would be a great idea for our
neighborhood to stay connected with-
out staying connected physically,” says
Edwards, who serves as the president of
the Greater Bond Neighborhood Associ-
ation. “We bought chalk and put it out at
different corners and let the kids make
art, then individual people took photos
and posted them.” 

Almost one month later, creative
quarantine activities like these con-
tinue to pop up across the city as stay-
at-home orders are extended and a
post-pandemic future remains unclear.
Edwards is advocating for families to
continue finding creative and artful so-

lutions to combat anxiety in what feels
like a never-ceasing case of cabin fever. 

The Edwards’ home is an explosion of
sound and color as she has co-created a
new normal for her eight children who
range in age from 11 months to 14 years
old. After their daily song, prayer and
schoolwork, there is time carved out for
music and visual arts. 

Edwards has enjoyed watching her

children’s makeshift band, The Ed-
wards Clan, which features cello,
trombone, violin, piano, drums and
vocals. She witnesses her son blossom
as a musician daily, creating new
songs on piano, while her daughters
teach one another new techniques on
their respective string instruments.

Everyday DIY home décor projects
keep hands and minds busy. Edwards
has shared these snapshots of her
quarantine routine online to spark
ideas for neighbors and friends. 

“I like how we’ve found new ways to
connect, and we seem more connected
by sharing,” says Edwards. “I think this
is our time to see great things from our
kids going back to a love of the arts.
We’re all tapping into the creative
parts of ourselves.” 

Dr. Sara Shields, an art education
professor at Florida State University,
continues to be inspired by the com-
munity’s resilience in a time where it is

Sunshine graced both sky and sidewalk in Talethia Edwards’ neighborhood during their Chalk The Walk event at the
end of March. TALETHIA EDWARDS

CHALK IT UP 
Sidewalks and homes blossom with quarantine creativity

Amanda Sieradzki
Council on Culture & Arts

See CREATIVITY, Page 2C

Follow along online
To stay up to date on the Greater Bond
Neighborhood Association, please visit
https://www.facebook.com/Great-
erBondNeighborhood/. 

To learn how to join the Magic Wand
Project visit https://jumprope.com/g/
magic-wand-neighborhood-installa-
tion/GdRjhuXu#.

For information on the Sharing Tree’s
Resources visit https://www.sharing-
tree.family. 
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SU | DO | KU Dave Green

Enter a numeral
from 1 through 9 in
each cell of the
grid. Each row,
column and region
must contain only
one instance of
each numeral.

Yesterday’s
solution

Note: Puzzles in-
crease in difficulty
from Monday
through Sunday.

Singer Bob Seger is 75. Actor Alan
Dale (“Lost,” “Ugly Betty”) is 73.Ac-
tress Roma Downey (“Touched by
an Angel”) is 60. Actor George Cloo-
ney is 59. Actress Leslie Hope (“24”)
is 55. Actress Geneva Carr (“Bull”) is
54. Actress Adrianne Palicki (“Mar-
vel’s Agents of S.H.I.E.L.D.”) is 37.

Actress Gabourey Sidibe (“Precious”) is 37. Come-
dian Sasheer Zamata (“Saturday Night Live”) is 34. 

CELEBRITY BIRTHDAYS

Zamata

Aries (March 21-April 19). If you don’t ask, the an-
swer is almost always no. But there are those rare
moments when providence itself seems to be read-
ing the wish of your mind, the want of your heart. 

Taurus (April 20-May 20). Grit is the quality
most associated with success in the current atmos-
phere. It takes a good deal of the stuff to persevere
when things get weird.

Gemini (May 21-June 21). Power can be acquired
in more than one way now. For instance, you can
gain leverage, shed dependencies or more likely a
combination of both. 

Cancer (June 22-July 22). The life you love
comes to you as you design it. You don’t have to do
everything today, as there will be plenty of times
when life meets you in the middle.

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22). You’re not the same per-
son with your family as you are with friends. You
even slightly change yourself with each friend – a
sign of developed social skills.

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22). Your ideals are so lofty
that maybe there is no realistic hope of catching up
to your ambitions. In many ways, you are better be-
cause of this.

Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 23). You’re not doing what
you do to make money. You’re doing it to shift lives,
including your own, toward the sunshine. 

Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 21). No one gets through
life being good at one thing and one thing only. This
is why you’re making it a point to gain skills.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21). It’s like you have a
feelings factory inside you, and today’s production
will depend on which machinery you start up. Go for
the joy levers.

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19). Your heart speaks
through interests, generosity and deep feeling. Fear
speaks through judgment, criticism, punishment
and anxious feelings. Stay in your heart’s lane.

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18). In every relationship,
time together has a unique quality to it. Time apart
also has a unique quality to it. How you think of the
other person in those gaps is an essential part of the
relationship.

Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20). You’ve recovered be-
fore. Each time, the route back is different. What’s
the same is that it goes one step at a time.

ASTROLOGY HOLIDAY MATHIS

Today is Wednesday, May 6, the 127th day of
2020. There are 239 days left in the year.

On this date in:
1937: The hydrogen-filled German airship Hin-

denburg caught fire and crashed while attempting
to dock at Lakehurst, New Jersey; 35 of the 97 peo-
ple on board were killed along with a crewman on
the ground.

1942: During World War II, some 15,000 Amer-
ican and Filipino troops on Corregidor island sur-
rendered to Japanese forces.

1954: Medical student Roger Bannister broke the
four-minute mile during a track meet in Oxford,
England, in 3:59.4.

2013: Kidnap-rape victims Amanda Berry, Gina
DeJesus and Michelle Knight, who went missing
separately about a decade earlier while in their
teens or early 20s, were rescued from a house just
south of downtown Cleveland. (Their captor, Ariel
Castro, hanged himself in prison in September 2013
at the beginning of a life sentence plus 1,000 years.)

TODAY IN HISTORY

New York, did an extensive review of the literature on
the impact of aerobic exercise on Parkinson’s. (Ac-
cessing over 6,000 studies.)

“To objectively assess the evidence for a PD exer-
cise benefit, a comprehensive PubMed literature
search was conducted, with an unbiased focus on ex-
ercise influences on parkinsonism, cognition, brain
structure, and brain function. This aggregate literature
provides a compelling argument for regular aerobic-
type exercise and cardiovascular fitness attenuating
PD progression,” the report stated.

In his own paper Dr. Ahlsokog stated: “Herein, the
argument is advanced that the other important com-
ponent of optimal Parkinson’s treatment is engage-
ment in regular aerobic-type exercise. Although no
medications are proven to slow progression, there is
substantial evidence for vigorous exercise attenuating
Parkinson’s progression, which is the specific focus of
this article.” (https://www.mayoclinicproceedings.
org/article/S0025-6196(17)30898-4/pdf)

“Attenuate Parkinson’s Disease progression” means
those dopamine neurons may not have to fight Parky
and his minions unarmed but may include neuropro-
tectors. Perhaps a long hard run on Saturday forces the
brain to find ways to find the dopamine it needs to fin-
ish. 

Parkinson’s is a complex disease. Symptoms of the
disease vary from person to person and may include
tremor (mine started in my left thumb), bradycardia,
poor balance, small handwriting, loss of smell, sleep
deprivation, anxiety, depression, a lack of will to go
forward, difficulty walking or moving, constipation,
soft low voice, dizziness or fainting, masked face (no, I
am not mad, my face is just frozen), stooping or hunch-
ing over and a list of cognitive declines such as inabil-
ity to focus. 

There are three points I try to tell people when they
suspect or have just learned they have Parkinson’s.
Seek medical care from someone who is trained and
specializes in treating Parkinson’s. Second, be pre-
pared to battle every day for every inch. Every neuron
matters. 

And finally, vigorous anaerobic exercise is the most
important friend you will have in this battle. It is hard
enough for healthy people to maintain a vigorous aero-
bic exercise schedule. It can be agony for those with
Parkinson’s. 

So, it is nice to take a break from the virus. And it is
indeed, time for a run. 

David Yon is addicted to running. In his spare time,
he is an attorney with the Radey Law Firm.

Exercise strikes back
against Parkinson’s attack

David Yon
Guest columnist

It is a strange time to write about Parkinson’s; after
all, it is not a virus. (But then again who really knows?)
But April was National Parkinson’s Awareness Month
and I let the month get by without a word. 

I was first diagnosed with the disease in 2012. How-
ever, like most people who are diagnosed, I would
guess that the disease had started doing its dirty work
several years before that dreadful day. 

It is a growing sickness. The National Parkinson’s
Foundation (NFP) estimates that almost 1 million peo-
ple in the United States have been diagnosed with the
disease and approximately 60,000 new people are di-
agnosed each year in the United States and 10 million
people are diagnosed worldwide. And while it is true
that “Parkinson’s will not kill you,” The Center for Dis-
ease Control and Prevention rated complications from
Parkinson’s as the 14th highest cause of death in the
United States. 

NFP’s definition of Parkinson’s Disease is “a neuro-
degenerative disorder that affects predominately do-
pamine-producing (“dopaminergic”) neurons in a spe-
cific area of the brain called the substantia nigra. 

To take control, Parky’s main goal is to destroy this
part of the brain or at least the dopamine neurons
there. Also, “Parkinson’s is a chronic and progressive
neurological disorder with no known treatment for
stopping or slowing down the disease.”

Parky just keeps playing until he wins. There have
been many improvements in treating and relieving
some of the symptoms and side effects of Parkinson’s
disease.

Unfortunately, there is no cure for Parkinson’s. It’s a
disease that is often described in 5 stages and none of
us want to still be around for stage 5. Parky just keeps
marching through critical parts of the brain taking do-
pamine neurons one after another. 

But hold on before we declare Parky the winner be-
fore round 3 has even begun. Almost everyone in the
field would agree that regular exercise is able to help
those suffering from the disease to live as close to nor-
mal as possible. But there is also a growing number of
researchers and scientists who believe vigorous aero-
bic exercise (especially running) might do more than
just improve the patient’s ability to handle the symp-
toms of Parkinson’s. It may actually slow them down. 

Dr. J. Eric Ahlsokog, Phd., and M.D. in the Depart-
ment of Neurology at the Mayo Clinic in Rochester,

difficult to stay isolated, whether home alone or with
children. She is working virtually with her students at
FSU to create a website of quarantine “capsules,” or ac-
tivities, that gives children ways to think about world
issues and their physical environments by posing spe-
cific questions and answering them with art projects. 

Shields tackled her first question — how to create a
socially-distant community using limited resources —
with the Magic Wand Project. Families only need a
wooden stick and whatever art supplies they have ly-
ing around to make a “magic wand” and then leave
them outside to be discovered. 

“I was thinking a lot about how everybody is doing
small things that become extraordinary gifts to the
people around them,” says Shields. “JK Rowling made
‘Harry Potter’ open access for teachers and students,
so I thought, how cool would it be to create magic in my
neighborhood?” 

At home, she strikes a delicate balance between
scheduled activities and free play for her almost 3-
year-old daughter and nine-month-old son. Crowd-
pleasers have been messier projects, which she ad-
vises should be done outside, such as using leftover
toilet paper rolls to dip into paint and stamp circles. 

Ice painting is another favorite. It combines water
with leftover paint, or even dried out markers soaked
in water, which is then frozen in trays with makeshift
handles made out of popsicle sticks or spoons.
Shields’ daughter uses the backs of cereal boxes or old
wrapping paper as her canvas. 

Shields says making a list of activities and prepping
Tupperware buckets with readily available, sensory
materials like oatmeal to scoop into Easter eggs or pipe

cleaners to thread through straws, have been lifesav-
ers. While there is some prep work upfront, these sim-
ple activities — sorting a bag of 15 bean soup or stack-
ing cups — can be just as engaging as larger art pro-
jects. 

“You don’t have to take your kids on a scavenger
hunt to make wands every day,” says Shields. “Not ev-
ery project has to be something you frame and put on
your refrigerator. Sometimes the beauty of artmaking
is playing with the materials.” 

While websites like Pinterest have been a wealth of
information, Shields and Edwards are both grateful for
community offerings like The Sharing Tree. Owner
Carly Sinnadurai says they have pivoted to offer activ-
ity and supply boxes and for every box sold, another is
donated. 

“I thought if children couldn’t come to us, we will
package up a bit of our magic and share,” says Sinnad-
urai, who sold 50 boxes in the first week of quarantine. 

Shields feels that artmaking holds enormous po-
tential, not just for neighborhood beautification, but
for becoming a collaborative, community activity dur-
ing a time of high emotional and mental strain. Ed-
wards agrees. 

“We are worried about [our kids] during COVID-19,
but those beautiful rainbows are saying they are okay,
and we are doing a good job of keeping them normal,
healthy and happy during this pandemic which is
stressful, chaotic and disorganized,” says Edwards. 

Edwards smiles as her 5-year-old daughter smears
another azure pastel across her paper to mimic a stun-
ning, Tallahassee sunset. Edwards sees hope still alive
inside her daughter’s bright eyes as she continues to
look up. 

Amanda Sieradzki is the feature writer for the
Council on Culture & Arts. COCA is the capital area’s
umbrella agency for arts and culture (www.tallahas-
seearts.org). 

Creativity
Continued from Page 1C

are other signs that there is a personal boundary that
you are not respecting for yourself. 

I = Identify. It may seem silly at first, but verbalizing
to yourself what you have noticed really helps clear the
mental clutter. It can be so powerful to say something
like, “I just accepted a piece of cake that I do not want
to eat because it was offered to me. I am pushing my
boundary of eating within my calorie needs because I
feel obligated to eat food that is given to me.” In doing
so, you’ve noticed how you feel and why you feel that
way, without judgment or evaluation of yourself as a
person. Wow! You are so evolved! Go you!

C – Commit. Once you notice how you feel and
identify why, it’s time to commit to respecting that
boundary. “I am committed to making choices that will
support my health and vitality.” Sometimes that
means saying no to people who made cake. Sometimes
it means saying no to another part of yourself, like the
part that wants to stay up late watching TV instead of
getting enough sleep to be energized for a morning
workout. Committing to respecting your own bound-
aries doesn’t mean putting yourself first at the expense
of others, it means taking care of yourself so you can

take care of others.
E – Engage! Act! Do the thing! Put your metaphor-

ical foot down, steel your resolve, take a deep breath,
and say, “thanks, but I’m good.” Turn off the TV and get
in bed so you can wake up energized for exercise. Get
off the couch and prepare a healthy lunch and snacks
for the next day so you don’t end up in the drive-thru.
Do the thing. Nothing changes if you don’t engage with
your own commitment. 

As empathetic, mature, and responsible people, it is
completely expected and appropriate that we will put
the needs of others ahead of our own at times. Selfless
acts of kindness and compassion are part of what con-
nects us as people and makes the world a better place.
But when we take it to an extreme and allow our own
emotional and physical health to deteriorate as a re-
sult, no one wins. 

My little prince will get his requested ice cream, and
I’ll let him decide when his bedroom curtains are
opened. I can’t guarantee a quiet morning, but I appre-
ciate his desire for one!

As we navigate this new world, take time to be nice
to yourself this week.

Heather Fuselier is an employee wellbeing consult-
ant, personal health coach, and co-host of "The Chrys-
sy and Heather Show" podcast. Learn more at coach-
healthyheather.com.

Nice
Continued from Page 1C


